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Abstract—In this paper we describe a proposed integration
between the DIARC robot cognitive architecture and the NASA
Astrobee robot to enable goal-directed cognition and natural language control over this platform. After describing the capabilities
of both architectures, we describe how the architectures can be
integrated and provide examples of capabilities that would be
enabled through this integration.
Index Terms—Cognitive Architectures, Space Robotics, Astrobee

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway will serve as a staging
point for crewed and uncrewed missions to the Moon, Mars,
and beyond [4]. While the Gateway will sustain human crews
for small periods of time, it will be primarily staffed by
autonomous caretaker robots like the free-flying Astrobee
platform [11]: the Gateway’s sole residents during quiescent
(uncrewed) periods [3]. This creates a unique human-technical
system comprised of two categories of human teammates:
ground control workers permanently stationed on earth and
astronauts that may transition over time between work on
Earth, the Gateway, the Moon, and Mars; and three types of
machine teammates: robot workers stationed on the Gateway;
robot workers stationed on the Moon and Mars; and the
Gateway itself.
This distributed multi-robot system comprised of both embodied actors (e.g., robots) and minimally embodied actors
(e.g., the Gateway) must be capable of (1) autonomously allocating tasks to and coordinating computation between multiple
robot bodies, and (2) accepting directives and communicating
feedback to human teammates, both through standard control
interfaces and through natural language. Interaction of the distributed multi-robot system with human teammates can occur
in a variety of ways: each individual robot and the Gateway
may have individual minds and one-to-one communication
with human teammates, robots and the Gateway may all share
the same mind (i.e. a hive mind) and line of communication, or

Fig. 1. Astrobee robot in the simulator.

only a single actor has one-to-one communication with human
teammates as it serves to collect feedback from all other robots
and distribute commands from human teammates to them (e.g.,
a ground control worker on Earth communicating with a local
social interface that then transmits commands to non-social
robot workers stationed on the Moon.)
In this paper, we argue that these capabilities are best
enabled through Robot Cognitive Architectures such as the
Distributed Integrated Affect Reflection Cognition (DIARC)
architecture [10], which not only provides capabilities for
goal-directed cognition and natural language interaction, but
does so in a way that is naturally suited to enable interaction
between multiple humans and multi-robot distributed systems.
To explain how cognitive architectures could be used for
control of and action with robots like the Astrobee, in this
paper we will describe (1) the unique capabilities of those
robots and of the DIARC architecture; (2) how the Astrobee

robots can be integrated into the DIARC architecture; and (3)
an example dyadic interaction that can be enabled through this
integration.
II. A STROBEE A RCHITECTURE

Fig. 2. Network graph of all the available Astrobee ROS nodes.

Astrobees are free-flying robots designed to work closely
with astronauts and helping them with routine tasks aboard
the International Space Station (ISS). The Astrobee Robot
Software uses the open-source Robot Operating System (ROS)
as message-passing middleware for performing vision-based
localization, autonomous navigation, docking and perching,
managing various sensors and actuators, and supporting user
interaction via screen-based displays, light signaling, and
sound. ROS enables Astrobee robots to be operated autonomously or via teleoperation, monitors timeouts and action execution progress, identifies system faults, and controls
nodelet lifecycle [5]. While ROS affords Astrobee robots a
wide range of capabilities, however, they currently lack natural
language understanding and generation capabilities. In our
research, we are working to provide such capabilities through
the DIARC architecture, in order to allow astronauts to task
Astrobees to execute complex tasks such as Spot Checks
without requiring the use of a graphical interface.
III. DIARC A RCHITECTURE
The Distributed, Integrated, Affect, Reflection, Cognition
(DIARC) architecture is a component-based robot architecture
that focuses on enabling robust goal-driven cognition and
open-world spoken language interaction [10]. DIARC has
previously been used for a variety of projects of relevance to
or in collaboration with NASA, e.g., work on shared mental
model development from [6]. Central to DIARC are a key set
of language-, memory-, and action-oriented components.
Language-oriented components allow for robots to process and understand referring expressions such as definite,
anaphoric and deictic expressions [13], as well as understanding and generating a variety of speech acts (including
clarification requests), through DIARC’s Dialogue Manager.
This includes speech acts phrased as indirect speech acts [14].
For language-oriented components to allow the processing of
any kind of referring expression (i.e. reference resolution),
they must leverage memory-oriented components.

Memory-oriented components allow for robots to access and
extract information from knowledge bases distributed across
the robot architecture. This can be accomplished, for example,
using either a centralized Prolog knowledge base such as
DIARC’s Belief Manager, or through POWER Consultants,
which serve as interfaces to information stored across multiple
heterogeneous knowledge bases [17], [18]. These components
are in turn leveraged by action-oriented components which
manage high-level goals and actions.
At the core of DIARC is its Goal Manager, which allows
for goal-directed cognition, i.e., creation, satisfaction, and
monitoring of logically specified one-time and maintenance
goals. DIARC also provides components for physical manipulation and navigation in order to provide primitive actions
for satisfying theses sorts of goals [15], but these actionoriented components are de-emphasized relative to cognition
and dialogue oriented capabilities.
DIARC is implemented in the Agent Development Environment (ADE). ADE is a software Middleware that supports
the development and implementation of agent architectures [8]
using a distributed multi-agent system computing infrastructure (cp. [2], [12]). This framework provides dynamic, reliable,
fault-recovering, remotely accessible, distributed computing
and autonomic computing by treating architectural components as autonomous agents [1], [7], [9].
IV. I NTEGRATED A PPROACH
By integrating the Astrobee system and DIARC robot
architecture (through specific integration of the Astrobee’s
ROS and ADE MAS middlewares), we have produced a new
robot that can both leverage the unique physical capabilities
of the Astrobee Robot and the state-of-the-art linguistic capabilities of the DIARC architecture, as well as new synergistic
capabilities made possible only through this integration (e.g.,
natural language tasking to perform unique tasks aboard the
ISS).
The integration between the Astrobee software and DIARC
are comprised of three types of components.
• DIARC Components: ADE components that only exist
within the DIARC architecture, and are only aware of
components implemented in the ADE middleware.
• Astrobee Components: Astrobee components made up
of ROS nodes that sends and gets data from other nodes
using the publish/subscribe model, either publishing topics or subscribing to them.
• Dual-Citizen Components: Components that exist
within both architectures, and can communicate both with
ADE components and Astrobee nodes. In our current
implementation a single Dual-Citizen Component is used,
but the architecture is sufficiently flexible to allow for an
arbitrary number of Dual-Citizen Components to effect
different points of interface between the architectures.
As shown in Figure 3 the Astrobee operates using a large
number of ROS nodes. To effect our integration, a DIARC
utility is used to automatically generate wrappers to connect
between DIARC and ROS. For example, a wrapper component

V. E XAMPLE F UNCTIONALITY

Fig. 3. Diagram of our proposed integrated Architecture with relevant
components and their information flow.

is generated for the Astrobee’s MLP Mobility node so that
movement goals can be sent from DIARC through publishing
to the topics used by that node. This also provides DIARC with
access to pose representations that can be used to determine
where the robot is on the station. In addition, the Astrobee has
a number of unique sensors and effectors used for functionality
beyond point-to-point motion, which are exposed through its
ROS nodes and can be wrapped in this way. These include
the Astrobee’s cameras, laser pointer, touch screen, arm,
speaker/microphone, and flashlights.
The Dual-Citizen component used in our integration is
implemented as a Java class that extends the ADE Component
interface and uses service calls to communicate with other
ADE nodes. The component then imports these generated
wrappers described above in order to participate in publish/subscribe communication with the wrapped ROS nodes.
By integrating Astrobee and DIARC, each can leverage the
other’s capabilties, resulting in new synergistic capabilities
and behaviors. DIARC can leverage Astrobee’s Free-flying
navigational capabilities and situated spatial knowledge in
order to discuss, reason about, and travel through the ISS,
and the Astrobee can leverage DIARC’s linguistic capabilities,
to enable the Astrobee robots to travel to locations that are
loosely specified; an instruction such as ”I need you to survey
the ship for leaks,” for example, is not literally a direct
command, and does not clearly specify a location, yet implies
an intended command to travel around the ship, and, when
paired with Astrobee’s knowledge of its environment, may
imply locations around the ship to which the robot should
travel.

In this section we present an example of how we envision
our integrated approach playing out. While the implementation
has not yet been fully verified end-to-end, each constituent
piece has been verified. For an example of how a similar demonstration was implemented on the Vulcan robotic
wheelchair, we direct the reader to Williams et al. [16]. In this
example, the Astrobee is told “Astrobee, go to Control Panel
C”. After recognition, DIARC’s ASR component passes this
utterance to its NLP component, which performs parsing and
reference resolution. This utterance is parsed into the utterance
form Statement(moveto(X)) with supplemental semantics
controlpanelc(X).
At the start of this interaction, the robot’s
ShortT ermM emory and F ocusof Attention are both
empty, and thus the robot’s LongT ermM emory is searched
for a suitable referent to bind to the variable X. The
property controlpanelc(X) can be advertised by the
Astrobee component if that component is implemented as
a POWER consultant and populated with knowledge of
relevant objects, including their properties and locations. If
Control Panel C is represented in the Astrobee component
with memory trace astrobee5 , this trace will be bound
to X, producing Statement(moveto(astrobee5 )), which
is passed to DIARC’s pragmatic reasoning component.
This component has a rule with implicative content:
Statement(moveto(X)) → goal(at(self, X)), resulting
in the goal at(astrobee5 ) being adopted. If the Astrobee
Component exposes a method with the effect at(self, X)
using Action Effect Annotations, then the robot will identify
that this method can be used to achieve at(astrobee5 ). If
this method has access to the metric location of astrobee5 ,
then the Astrobee Component can broadcast a MLP Mobility
goal to travel to that location. ROS’s Mobility node can then
receive this goal and initiate a new motion planning task to
go to the specified coordinates.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this brief workshop paper we have demonstrated how
the DIARC architecture and the ROS-based Astrobee robot
can be integrated in order to enable goal-directed natural
language control over the Astrobee robot. While we have not
yet evaluated the demonstration described in an end-to-end
fashion, each constituent piece of the demonstration has been
shown to work either in our recent work or through our past ten
years of work on DIARC. In future work, we aim to complete
this demonstration and produce a configuration that will allow
natural language tasking of spot checks, as described by Bualat
et al. [3].
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